The 66th UN DPI.NGO Conference on EDUCATION for GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals Together

Visions for a Universal Education Protocol Towards Global Citizenship

What is your vision?

Workshop & Exhibit (May 30 - June 1, 2016)
The Light Millennium cordially invites you to a panel and to share with us on camera Your VISIONS for a Universal Education Protocol and Global Education
HICO Convention Center, Room# 202 | Gyeongju, South Korea

MODERATOR & PRESENTER · Ms. BIRCAN ÜNVER, The Light Millennium, Founder-President, TV Producer and Head NGO Representative to the United Nations Department of Public Information

PRESENTERS: · Ms. SOH YOUNG LEE-SEGREDO, Performer, Teacher, Community Activist; Multicultural Council of New York (Opening & Closing Performance, and Brief Intervention)
· Dr. HONG TAO-TZE, President, Federation of World Peace and Love; Vice-President, Association of World Citizens
· Mr. RENE WADLOW, President, Association of World Citizens

YOUTH – VISIONS · Ms. JUDY LEE, Volunteer, Association of World Citizens · Mr. SAMUEL KUO, Volunteer, Federation of World Peace and Love

INTERVENTION | INTERACTIVE SESSION & CONCLUDING REMARKS

APPRECIATION | CLOSING PERFORMANCE

DIGITAL ARTS AND GRAPHICS BY · Ms. JULIE MARDIN, Artist-Activist and Independent Researcher · Mr. ALI SARIKAYA, Photographer, Graphic Artist

CONCEPT BY · Ms. BIRCAN ÜNVER

EDUCATION for GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

Sponsored and Presented by The Light Millennium – www.lightmillennium.org | email: EVENT@lightmillennium.org